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About This Game
Grail to the Thief is an interactive audio adventure for Windows, Mac and Linux that can be played using only sound, without
the need for visuals. The game has been designed with the needs of the blind and visually impaired in mind but can be enjoyed
by everyone. Our goal is to deliver an exciting, immersive experience in which the player will always be fully aware of what is
happening through the use of voice-overs, sound effects, ambient sound and music.
The game stars Hank Krang, a dirty thief from the near future who recently had a self-aware time machine called the Time
Excursion Digital Interface, or TEDI, fall into his lap after a poker game. He has decided to use this technology to go
throughout time, stealing priceless artifacts. On his first adventure, Grail to the Thief, Hank travels to Arthurian times in search
of the Holy Grail.
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Ehh... Not as glorious as it seems. Yes it'd be trippy, if you were actually on acid. It's essentially Antichamber with the puzzle
aspect (kind of) of QUBE sans the cubes. It's definitely not worth the 5USD asking price. Take my word for it.. Needs more
people playing.. Pretty much the worst game in the series.. Addictive old but gold game :)
I love it <3. Loved the concept
+ nice story
+ great gameplay
+ good scare for old school cg
+ good price
Very happy with this game, excellent job! (^_^)b. Very good game, specially if you're talented verbally and mathematically (u
dont need math, but I mean problem solving in generally). Only problem is hacked leaderboards in several levels atleast, but it's
curse in every internet game, so...
4/5. Annoying music (ofc, u can disable em + hacked leaderboards sawks mostly).
Sonja recommends this game for every geek and nerd. :maeko:. A simple concept: sliding blocks in a frictionless void, done
amazingly well. Keep at it, Arseniy!
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it'd be easy to make fun of this game for being a goofy fantasy game where wizards teach you to play solitaire but actually the
big problem with Emerland is you keep having to do things that are not play solitaire. i don't want to find the ♥♥♥♥ing lamps
in this picture, solitaire merlin, i just want to match cards in order to get rad combos is it really so hard to understand this. I
recommend this game if you like to be ball gagged, whipped, and tortured by your Mistress. Also recommend this game if you
ever clamped your broken down car to your butt cheeks with five 300LB Obese people in your car and pull it with just your butt
from New York to California.
If you like classic 90's shooters you should also get this. But I do recommend that you also buy candle wax and pour it on your
naked flesh. Because it hurts SO GOOD!. I loved Always Sometimes Monsters (the game) as I loved this tileset. It's really useful
to create a modern atmosphere (and It can be used with other DLC as without Modern Day Tiles Resource Pack or Futuristic
Tiles Resource Pack without looking too weird).
But honestly, I'm glad to have waited for a discount because it's far too expensive just for a tileset.
For this price, I was disappointed that they did'nt include USEFUL bonuses, as an Iconset for example (Always Sometimes
Monsters has lot of modern icons).
Worth 10$\/\u20ac or less.. Jelly Killer Walkthrough Hard difficulty series producted by Immortal Game Studio on Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-l7cPqnoXmQ-ER.. Do you like Bejewled and Pokemon? Then this game was literally
made for you. picked up the game as something stupid to show my friends, now i cant stop ripping off ani of cats.. waste of
money
. Cute, fun little RPGMaker game. I thought it was rather engaging and entertaining for its length. The characters and story were
entertainingly well-written, and grinding is fairly minimal. The game is still victim to a few RPGMaker bugs, so save early and
often! Also, please make more.
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